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There has been lots of activity
involving the Chapter membership with a
Cruzer project during the past three months.
When Harald Schiedel took over the position of Aircraft Manager for the Cruzer,
he began by going through the aircraft and
developing a list of items which he thought
should have attention given to. The aircraft
had flown in an unpainted condition during
its test period and first full year of operation.
Harald felt that it was now time to consider
corrosion protection for the aircraft skin so
in January, the Chapter authorized Harald to
investigate options. Also in January, Greg B
installed an inspection hatch on the port side
of the Cruzer fuselage to allow access to better secure wiring running to the tail.
During the February membership
monthly meeting (via Zoom), Harald presented various cost estimates to have the
Cruzer either professionally prepared and
painted, be covered with vinyl, or have the
Chapter do painting preparation and then
hire a painter for actual painting. Dave Hallier (who had experience in automotive body
work including painting) indicated that he
was willing to organize painting preparation
of the aircraft. Further discussion resulted
in Brad James, a painter with experience in
painting aircraft agreeing to provide his skill
and equipment. This allowed the executive
to determine that the best and most cost effective option was for the Chapter itself to
take on painting the Cruzer. Painting would
happen in the RAA maintenance hangar and
members would provide the needed labour.
The aircraft annual inspection was due
at the end of February. As the aircraft would
need to be partially disassembled for painting, it was decided that completing the inspection would wait after painting was
completed as post painting re-assembly
would involve adjusting many of the same
items required by the annual.

Preparation for actual painting began on
February 18 with the wings being removed
that weekend.
The initial process of inspection and disassembly of the airframe also turned up several items which required repair or rectification. At the front of the aircraft, it was found
that there was a failure on one of the attachment points of the steering arms to the cross
tube of the front wheel strut. After investigation of possible solutions, the front strut was
removed and Marcus Sabathil provided his
professional welding services to repair and
strengthen the strut cross tubes.
At the same time, the upper mount area
for the front strut shock spring assembly
was re-enforced and strengthened. The battery mount design was found to be allowing
rivet rub against the battery and a revised
mount was designed for fabrication. The
cowls were taken away to have cracks in the
outside surface repaired. Dave investigated
to see if it would be possible to support and

to fully complete the strengthening. This
work was completed and the affected skin
replaced. Removing the stabilizer also made
fuselage painting easier and aided in allowing the relocation of the Dynon outside air
temperature probe from its previous position to a more exposed exterior location
below the horizontal stabilizer (the hope
being that this outside but shaded by the
horizontal stabilizer location will provided
more accurate outside temperature readings
required by the Dynon).
The paint booth was set up in the RAA
maintenance hangar and Marcus fabricated
rotisseries to allow rotation of the wings
during prep and paint work. Wings and
wing parts such as flapperons were moved
into the paint bay and under Dave’s direction, the labour intensive work of initial
cleaning, chemically degreasing, etching, alodizing, and epoxy priming took place. Two
coats of final two part polyurethane aircraft
white paint were applied and the wing tips
painted a blue accent colour. Wing painting
was completed by March 17.
While the wing painting work was happening, additional work was carried out in
the main hangar on the remainder of the
aircraft. Based on a painting scheme worked
up by Harald and his daughter, further design planning was carried out on the Cruzer
fuselage in order to determine the size and
location for aircraft fuselage identification
lettering so that stencils for the lettering
could be manufactured. The fuselage static
port location was moved and a second static
port installed in order to get more accurate
readings for the Dynon.
Once wing paint was dry, the painted
wing related items were transferred back
to the main hangar for temporary storage.
It was now time to paint the fuselage so
the nose strut and wheel were temporarily

Overall, a very successful project, and not just
because by drawing upon the time and skills of the
the membership, the Cruzer now has a professional
looking paint job completed at a very reasonable cost.
rotate the fuselage up to 90 degrees to aid
in cleaning and preparing the bottom of the
fuselage when it came time for its painting.
At the rear of the aircraft, a Zenith advisory had been issued for inspection and
possible strengthening of the horizontal
stabilizer in the mounting area. Openings
to the interior of the horizontal stabilizer
were slightly enlarged to allow a bore scope
inspection. Inspection revealed that some
of the advised strengthening was not present. The decision was make to remove the
horizontal stabilizer and open the skin up

re-attached to aid in pushing the aircraft to
the maintenance hangar painting bay. It had
been decided that the nose of the aircraft
could be supported with strapping around
the propellor hub to allow some fuselage rotation. The scaffolding for this support was
assembled and once in place, the main landing gear was removed and the fuselage was
blocked up on a bench. After all the openings
into the fuselage were masked off, the long
process of the cleaning, chemical degreasing, etching, and alodining of the fuselage
surfaces was carried out. On March 22, the

fuselage was rotated onto its side and it was
properly assured that the aircraft belly’s year
long accumulation of oil and Delta runway
mud was thoroughly cleaned away and that
bottom surface preparation was satisfactory.
While this was going on, work continued
separately on strengthening the horizontal
stabilizer. A new rear mounting bracket for
the stabilizer was obtained from Zenith, the
rivets of the old bracket were drilled out, the
new bracket installed, and the drilled out
rivet heads which had fallen into the interior
of the stabilizer were located and removed.
Painting of the fuselage began on March
24. As the fuselage was on its side, the remainder of the aircraft was masked off and
the bottom surface was primed and then
painted the final blue colour. Once the paint
was dry, the fuselage was rotated back to an
upright position. Then further work carried
on to mask (lots and lots of masking needed
at each step and then later lots and lots of unmasking), prime and paint white on the remainder of the fuselage with Dave and Brad
spending long hours in the paint booth. The
worked on cowls arrived back, surface work
was done on door frames, horizontal stabilizer was finished, and the multiple inspection panels and other small items all became
included in the cleaning/priming/painting
sequence. Some debris which ended up in
the fresh paint required some of the white
painted areas to be re-sanded and re-painted
but by March 31, the majority of the fuselage
white painting was completed. Cowls were
temporarily installed to allow viewing of the
shape of the full sides of the fuselage to aid in
the laying out of the position of the division
line between the white upper fuselage and
the lower fuselage blue accent colour. Stencils for the aircraft identification were applied to the aircraft side and on the evening
of April 3, the blue painting was performed.
Once the fuselage paint had dried, masking was removed, wheels temporarily installed and the fuselage was returned to the
main hangar. This allowed the remaining
small items such as cowls and doors to be
finished in the painting bay. The repaired
horizontal stabilizer and elevator was reattached to the fuselage and and at the time
of this writing, the wings have just been remounted. Aircraft painting was completed
by April 11th.
COVID distancing and restrictions on
the numbers of people who could be at the
hangar at any time was a challenge in being able to move work forward. Despite
this, painting the Cruzer became a genuine
group activity and I’m aware of at least 27
Chapter members who have directly contributed advice and or labour since the project
actually got underway. Harald, in his role
of Aircraft Manager, had the responsibility
of overseeing what was going on, monitoring the costs, keeping the project on sched-

Business Meeting of Chapter 85, RAAC
March 2, 2021
Approval of Minutes of last meeting on
February 2, 2021
Moved: Ran Sariel
Seconded: Harald Schiedel
Carried
2021 Membership Dues
Chapter 85 Regular Annual Membership
(with RAA National Membership) $45
Student Chapter 85 Membership:: $15
(insurance at RAA events)
RAA National Insurance Fee for nonnational members...$15 (insurance at RAA
events)
Total for Chapter 85 Regular + RAA
National Insurance Fee............................$60
Chapter 85 Annual Membership with
Cruzer Pilot in Command privileges) (with
RAA National Membership) $145
RAA National Insurance Fee for nonnational members...$15 (insurance at RAA
events)
Total for Chapter 85 Cruzer PIC + RAA
National Insurance Fee..........................$160
Membership fees can be sent by e-transfer
to our Membership Chair, Ran Sariel(ran.
sariel@gmail.com)
Committee Reports:
Treasurer: ....................... Sebastien Seykora
Not present, No report
Vice President: . ................... Peter Sleeman
We have an excellent team working on the
Cruzer
Secretary: . ...................................Tim Novak
Nothing to report
Membership: ...............................Ran Sariel
42 members paid up, 8 members with
flying privs
12 RAA National members
The member list has been updated
Some member email addresses result in
bounce-back. Not everyone is currently getting emails from the chapter
Suggest that the chapter website be moved
to a better host
Chief Pilot: ..................... Sebastien Seykora
Not present, No report
Aircraft Manager: ............. Harald Schiedel
Not too much to add to the prior presentation

Marcus Sabathil to work on the nose gear
and wing rotisserie
Peter Sleeman – Will the wing cradle be a
rotisserie or would a sling work for painting?
Marcus Sabathil – It will be a rotisserie.
Dave Hallier – Something similar will be
made for the fuselage.
Hangar and Workshop: John de Visser
Not present, No report
Custodian: . ............................. Clif Dawson
Not present, No report
DAPCOM News: ...............John Macready
Presented written update appended below
Newsletter: .......................George Gregory
Not present. The Turn & Bank newsletter
needs articles Someone needs to write up
the details of the Cruzer’s annual inspection and painting project. Harald will discuss this with Bill Bird

Annual inspection issues
Broken nose gear tube attachment discovered
Repair in progress
Missing rivets in horizontal stabilizer discovered
Skin opened, rivets installed, skin replaced
Maintenance parts list has been started
Contact Harald if you need anything from
Aircraft Spruce, will combine orders
Peter Sleeman is working on a tow bar
Lugs will be added to the nose gear tube
Painting project
Occurring during and after the annual
inspection
Wings have been removed
Paint will be white base with blue accents
and decal stripes

Programs: .. Peter Murphy/ Kesar Nizzar
April - ADS-B project designers. DAP as a
host of a ground station
Future meeting
A/C builder presentations – Alex Mack,
Greg Booker
Canadian Historical Society – Gerry Vernon
presentation
Recurrency training: EAA resources available
SmartPilot.ca
Announcements:
2021 Annual Awards Banquet: Cancelled or
postponed
2021 Annual Fly-In: tentatively the last Saturday of June, likely cancelled
RAA Chapter 85 Pancake Breakfasts:
Second Sunday of April, October
Motion to Adjourn - By: Dave Hallier, Seconded: Peter Sleeman
Adjourned: 21:39
Following the evening prograam, Harald
Schiedel reported on progress with the
Cruzer with respect to the annual inspection
and the painting project.
COVID-19 safety plan was developed for
those working on the Cruzer annual inspection and painting project

Contributions to the
Turn and Bank are
welcome!
Feel free to send in
articles of interest
to chapter members
- technical, flying
experiences, news,
etc.
This is your
newsletter!

ule, and making the final decision on issues which arose. He was at the hangar on
weekends and most evening where he was
usually in the middle of the work requiring
the most detail or which affected the safety
of the Cruzer. Dave led the day to day activity and was at the hangar pretty much
seven days per week for six weeks in order
to get the aircraft apart, cleaned, prepared,
primed and painted—doing the work himself or wrangling the volunteers who came
daily to assist. Brad’s professional painting
skills and the many hours he contributed of
his time, knowledge, and use of his spray
equipment is reflected in the quality of finished product. Marcus contributed not just
his welding skills but also was present for
much of the work. Greg and John M spent
hours on the front strut and horizontal stabilizer issues, Sebastien managed the temperature probe and static port work, John
de Visser was constantly in the background
helping with painting preparations and remodelled the paint booth exhaust fan, and
Shawn prepared the cowls and donated a
new battery for the aircraft. Jeff Clarke was
present whenever possible. The majority
of the other members involved have each
contributed multiple days of their time to
assist in the work. So beyond those I’ve
already listed, thanks to: Eric K, Ran, Eric
M, Peter S, Tim S, Michael, Luke, Gerard,
Tim N, Paul, Steve, Stefan, Henry, Peter M,
Perry, and Kesar as well as others I may
have missed.
Overall, a very successful project, and
not just because by drawing upon the time
and skills of the the membership, the Cruzer now has a professional looking paint
job completed at a very reasonable cost.
It’s important to remember that one of the
original goals the Chapter had for initiating
the Cruzer project was to encourage home
building in a newer generation with the associated hope that new and younger members might revitalize the Chapter. Our new
members were major contributors to the
planning and the hours of labour required.
A number of those new members indicated that they became involved because of
wanting to have the experience of learning
the details of the Cruzer construction so as
to future contribute to the aircraft’s maintenance. And for some, working on the project was part of their individual personal investigations into considering building their
own aircraft.
What lies ahead for the Cruzer as mid
April arrives is further re-assembly and
rigging, performing a new weight and balance, completion of the annual, and then
a number of test flights. Hopefully within
a short time, the now beautifully painted
Cruzer will be available for use by the
membership.

President’s Report /Alex Mackay
RAA Chapter 85 Report #1 for 2021
All in all, RAA Chapter 85 is doing
well in spite of still living under the unrelenting threat of Covid-19. We started 2021
with a few changes in the Executive: Sebastien Seykora is the new Treasurer, Kesar Nissar has assumed Sebastien’s place
on the Program Committee, and Harald
Schiedel is our new Aircraft Manager.
The biggest Chapter activity this year
has been painting the Cruzer. The Cruzer
team, led by Harald Schiedel with major
contributions from new member, Dave
Hallier, are doing an incredible job. Bill
Bird is documenting the project. Once the
Cruzer is painted, it will get its Annual Inspection before being again available for
flight by Chapter members. The aircraft
has accumulated about 200 hrs so far and,
to the immense relief of the treasurers involved, it hasn’t been a drain on our valuable Chapter funds.
In January, Bob Cutting, the regional
representative of Minister’s DelegatesRecreational Aviation (MD-RA) for BC,
spoke with us about the regulation of
home-built aviation in BC. MD-RA is responsible for enabling Canadian builders
to obtain a Special Certificate of Airworthiness and Restricted Flight Authority.
We learned from Bob that there are fewer
scratch – built aircraft these days, that few

A Request to Contributors:
When submitting material for the Turn and Bank,
please don’t add formatting (tabs, bullets, little
symbol thingies). These little gems need to be
manually removed before putting them into the
Turn and Bank, adding mega extra work to the
job. Just hit the return button at the end of each
paragraph, and that’s it. Anything more confuses
my software and needs to be taken out.
Also, make pictures submitted as big as possible.
This give me more design options. Thanks!
A new training video for the Zenith 750 Cruzer
has been posted to the RAA Chapter YouTube
channel. This video shows an in-cockpit view of
Sebastien demonstrating and commenting on
procedures from pre-engine start through to a
completed takeoff from Delta Air Park. It includes
check list use, using the Dynon Skyview engine

young people are building airplanes, and,
no surprise, the cost of building an airplane has increased in recent years. Most
builders in BC are not RAA Chapter members.
In our February meeting, our own
Peter Whittaker talked with us about the
construction of his beautiful scratch - built
Zodiac CH601HDS. It’s clear that scratch
– building is a long - term approach requiring a wide repertoire of skills; in Peter’s
case, the result is an impressive airplane
indeed!
Later in February, we hosted an Extra-ordinary meeting where we were
privileged to have Gary Wolf, the RAAC
President, talk with us about the history
of the RAA and what the RAA does for
the home-building community in Canada.
Only about 25% of Chapter 85 members
have joined the RAAC ($59.99/yr); This
lack of RAAC buy-in has happened at other Chapters as well and threatens the future of the Organization. RAAC represents
the recreational aviation community in
negotiations with Transport Canada and
Nav Canada. Examples of current contentious issues are 1) the establishment of low
level Drone Airways (think 1000 lb drones)
across the country and potentially conflicting airspace with hundreds of unregistered
aerodromes in Canada and 2) the decision
of Nav Canada to have the Canadian ADS-

B system use only the 1090 MHZ frequency
band (ICAO 1090ES), which may not support traffic, weather, etc, and will also require GA aircraft to purchase an expensive
transceiver. The FAA in the US have also
set up ADS-B on UAT 978 MHZ for which
there is room for traffic, weather, NOTAMS, etc and the cost of installation in a personal aircraft is much cheaper. Following,
Gary Wolf’s presentation, Dan Oldridge,
from the Kitchener/Waterloo RAA Chapter, gave us an excellent overview of a UAT
978 MHz ADS-B system that has been set
up in Southern Ontario. We will hear more
about this initiative at our April Meeting.
Finally, for our March Meeting we
heard from Jeff Seabourn, the Chairman
of the EAA Canadian Council, about what
EAA has to offer the recreational aviation
community in Canada. Before continuing,
I have to say that we are not considering
abandoning the RAA to create an EAA
Chapter at Delta. However, that being
said, there are numerous benefits to being
an EAA member, including: the Sport Aviation magazine, SOLIDWORKS license,
access to the ‘Hints for Homebuilders’ videos on building techniques and webinars
on aviation related topics, Builders log,
and much more. EAA has 300 members in
the Vancouver region.

News and Stuff

monitor to perform the mag checks during run
up, and how the aircraft performs at takeoff. The
procedures may be useful review for anyone
flying the Cruzer or for anyone simply interested
in seeing the aircraft in operation. There are also
three additional short videos which are extracts
from the original longer video. These shorter videos
are to allow focus on those particular portions of
the demonstration for those wishing to review just
those procedures. To view, see these links:
RAA Zenith Cruzer procedures from pre-start
through to takeoff as demonstrated by Sebastien:
https://youtu.be/dp18mvGfBs4
Shorter videos extracted from the longer video:
-Demonstration of Cruzer procedures from
pre-start to taxi: https://youtu.be/FkxgTc-X_eo
-Run up including the Skyview engine monitor

being used for the mag check:
qtCnBBsA1ZI
-Cruzer take off demo:
be/8p2jOve6PIA

https://youtu.be/
https://youtu.

Volunteer for chapter activities: we can always
use people to help with upcoming chapter events
like the Pancake breakfast (Covid notwithstanding).
If you want to help out, contact any member of the
executive. Their contact numbers are on the club
website.
The Turn and Bank is a Publication of Chapter
85 of the Recreational Aircraft Association of
Canada. We are located at Delta Heritage Air
Park 4103 104 St, Delta, BC V4K 3N3.
Any suggestions, pictures or newlsetter
contributions can be emailed to George
Gregory at gregdesign@telus.net.

